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Contemporary Lighting Technology
More than just Light
The demands made on modern lighting technology are changing. In the past its purpose was simply to provide light for visual
tasks. Now the focus is increasingly shifting to the aesthetic properties of lighting, in addition to the mere functional aspects.
Features such as comfort and ambience of a living or working area are determined by the appropriate lighting. Softly dimmed
office lights with soft-start function, wall lights with individual light colours and illuminated ceilings with floating colour gradients
have become an essential part of modern purpose built architecture.
An optimal mix of daylight and artificial light through constant light regulation not only results in a comfortable work environment
but also helps to save energy. To run a building at optimum energy levels, lighting technology has to be taken into account. Even in
the domestic environment, the requirements of lighting technology are increasingly demanding. Light scenes for different purposes
and moods, interior and exterior orientation lighting as well as colourful effects through LEDs have come to be increasingly used
in the home environment.

The DALI Solution
Complex Demands Easily Solved
Both the numerous new applications and the technically sophisticated modern lights require greater control engineering complexity.
Against this background, the industry has defined the internationally recognised DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface)
Standard for digital communication between the individual components of a lighting system. The DALI Bus makes it possible to
easily control up to 64 ECGs for a range of lights across different rooms.
Whilst the traditional solution using 0..10V technology meant individual lighting control and constant light regulation could only
be achieved through extensive wiring and a large number of components, the DALI bus makes it possible to achieve the same
functionality with just one DALI gateway and simple bus wiring.
The advantages of DALI technology
become particularly apparent when
changes are made to the system.
Whilst changes in a conventional
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DALI an International Standard
The Future of Lighting is Digital
The significant advantages compared to the conventional 1..10V technology, have led to wide-spread market acceptance over
the past few years. In 2011, the DALI market share of all dimmable ECGs across Europe was more than 50%, according to the
Central Association of the Electrical Engineering and Electronics Industry (ZVEI). It can be expected that in the next few years
DALI will completely replace analogue technology. Some manufacturers have already ceased the production of devices with a
1..10V interface.
ECGs are available for all kinds of light and a wide range of manufactures, including conventional fluorescent tubes, HID, lowvoltage lamps and LED. The inter-operability of the different DALI products is guaranteed through the international standardisation
in IEC Standard 62386.

DaliControl Gateways
Optimal Usage of Synergies
The optimum use of DALI technology can, of course, only be guaranteed when it is integrated into the overall building system.
The well-established IPAS Dali Control Gateway therefore combines the cross-functional KNX installation bus and the lighting
control-specific DALI bus. Thanks to the combination of the two systems, the cost-effective and powerful digital ECGs with DALI
interface can be integrated as a sub-system into an overall KNX architecture.
The user and developer therefore have access to a multitude of existing KNX devices for DALI control. In addition, the combination
of the DALI lighting system with the overall KNX system also allows for different sections to be linked creating extensive synergies.
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References
IPAS DALI gateways in use worldwide

Terminal building Haydar Aliyev-Airport – BAKU

The design and project management work is realised by British company
APM The terminal is designed to meet a projected demand of 3 million
passengers per year in a 53,000 sq terminal. For lighting control 250
DaliControl e64 gateways were used.
Client: AZAL (Azerbaijan Airline)
Main Construction Company: AMNG-MAPA
System Integrator: EMES (Electromechanical Sys. Co.LTD) Ankara, Turkey
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DaliControl e64
One Device for Different Applications
Whether you would like to control just a few simple light strips in a conference room or monitor complex emergency lighting systems,
the DaliControl e64 will meet all your requirements. The device serves both as DALI Master and power supply for the ECGs.
It enables you to switch or dim up to 64 ECGs in 16 groups and control 16 light scenes. The 64 devices can also be individually
controlled resulting in remarkable flexibility that is combined with easy use.
Despite its substantial functionality and the large number of parameters and objects the device remains easy to operate. A flexible
concept in the ETS ensures that only those entries and settings that are required are made available for configuration.
Thanks to its compact casing, the DaliControl e64 is also space saving and more devices can be mounted on the DIN rail within
the installation. The wide voltage range from AC/DC 100 to 240 V, 50/60 Hz and the availability of eight menu languages make
it possible to use the device around the world.

The Right Operating Mode for each Requirement
		

Numerous Possibilities Without External Logic Modules

The expectations and demands made of lighting technology in modern buildings are wide-ranging and complex. To meet these
requirements without an external logic, the DaliControl e64 is equipped with different operating modes. For every DALI group
and for each individually controlled ECG these can be configured independently of each other.
For example on a staircase, some of the lights that are connected to the DALI Gateway can be scheduled to turn themselves
off at a certain time (staircase mode), whilst others, for example, in the hallway of a laboratory operate in permanent mode and
those in an office area operate in day/night-time mode. A panic mode ensures that during an emergency all connected lights are
automatically set to a previously configured minimum light level and can no longer be controlled through normal means of access
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The test mode for central battery emergency
luminaries ensures that even throughout the

Operating Modes DaliControl e64

prescribed regular maintenance procedures a
building can keep on running as normal. For
optimum operation and to achieve the quoted life
span of some of the most frequently used lights,
it is essential that these run continually in the first
operating hours and days without being dimmed

Burn In Mode (value fix = 100%)
Test Emergency Mode (value fix = 1...100%)
Emergency Mode (value fix = 1...100%)
Permanent Mode
(value fix = 1...100%)

Staircase Mode

(value variable 1...100% ∆T)

Normal Mode

(value variable 1...100%)

Night Mode

(value variable 1...100% ∆T or
value variable 1...100%)

or switched off. With the so-called burn-in mode,
the DALI gateway can perform this burn-in process
completely by itself.

Scenes and Effects
Ambience and Atmosphere Through Lighting
The correct lighting is of great importance to create the right kind of atmosphere for the user of a room. However, the more individual
lights contribute to the overall room lighting, the longer it takes to set the optimum lighting scenario. If different situations are put
together in pre-defined light scenes, the required scenario can be called up by simple activation of a pushbutton. At the same
time, each light within a scene can also be individually controlled.
The scene control function of the DaliControl e64 makes it possible to save up to 16 individual scenes directly on the device.
Both DALI groups and individually controlled lights can be integrated into a scene.
A scene can, of course, also be gently dimmed. The user can change the saved
settings thereby modifying a scene at any time.
In addition, the effect module makes it possible to save up to 16 programs of light
sequences with up to 500 steps directly on the DaliControl e64. Effect control is
particularly important in combination with colour control. By means of time lags and
delays in the dimming of different colours in RGB lights, colour effects with changing
colours can be created.
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Simple Fault Diagnostic and Alarms
Not only Comfort but also Clear Economic Advantage
A considerable advantage of DALI technology is that lamp and ECG faults can be immediately recognised, analysed and passed
on to the KNX bus via the DaliControl e64. For this purpose, objects are available for each lamp. Important, safety-relevant lights
can be directly linked to an alarm, which means that maintenance personnel in the building are informed should a light fail and
immediate action can be taken.
Apart from recognising individual faults, the DaliControl e64 also offers a wide range of statistical information about faults that
have occurred. How many faults exist within a DALI group? What is the fault rate within the device as a whole? Which fault types
(lamp, ECG or converter fault) have occurred at what frequency? How many hours has a light been in use? Has its life-span been
exceeded? All this information is readily available as an object in the DaliControl e64 and can hence be used for maintenance
purposes.
The individual failure of a light in a big hall may not be important for the overall light level. However, if a certain percentage
of lights within a group fails (e.g. >20%), the provision of such information becomes very important for efficient maintenance.

The Integrated Web Server
Control and Information at a Single Glance
Like previous IPAS DALI gateways, the DaliControl e64 also has an integrated IP interface. Via a standard patch cable with RJ45
connector the devices can be easily and quickly integrated into the IP network of a building. Of course, the IP configuration can
also be individually adjusted to the requirements of the network
administrator (fixed IP address, DHCP, access from the outside
via standard gateway, etc.).
Once the IP connection has been made, the visualisation and
configuration web pages can directly be loaded via the web
server of the device.
The required IP address is available at any time on the display
of the device. However, the web page is not only used to simply
configure the device and the connected DALI segment. The
DaliControl e64 automatically comes with a complete web
visualisation including information about all fault details and the
possibility to individually control all lights.
The user has the opportunity to obtain information about the
status of a system at a glance and to influence the lighting simply
from his browser without any additional software.
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Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus - Zugspitze

Managed by the Bavarian State Ministry of the Environment, ten leading
German research institutes have come together at the Environmental
Reserach Station Schneefernerhaus to establish a Virtual Institute for
altitude, environment and climate research. – It is on the basis of such
observations that the current state and the future development of the
worldwide climate may be understood.
Proprietor: Bayerische Zugspitzbahn
Operator: Bayerisches Umweltministerium
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The Commissioning Process
Efficiency Starts when Commissioning and Installation
It is not only acceptance and satisfaction of the end user that determine the success of a product. The quick and easy commissioning
of a system as well as comfortable maintenance functions are also very important. Especially the initial commissioning of a DALI
installation can be quite time-consuming depending on the
system or building topology. Although the learn-in process of
the connected DALI ECGs during the initial commissioning
happens automatically, the order of the ECGs depends on
the system and is completely random which means that the
individual lights all need to be identified once the learn-in
process is complete.
If the lights are spread over several different rooms or if
the gateways are installed in a distribution cabinet that is
far away, this identification process can be quite complex
and time-consuming.
However, this is where the integrated DaliContol e64 interface
offers huge advantages. Thanks to the web server, the system
integrator can access the gateway from any web browser.
When using WLAN and a mobile device this means the greatest possible flexibility: The installer can walk through the different
rooms using an iPad or Android tablet and identify and allocate each light quickly and easily. Whilst other concepts require two
people for this process, the DaliControl e64 makes it possible for one single installer to perform the whole process alone.

DaliControl e64 Plug-In
Plug-In Mode A
Normal Function

electrical installation

Plug-In Mode B
Extended Function

Parametersetting and
Adjustment in ETS

If no IP connection can be made, not even temporarily, it is, of
course, possible to use the display and pushbuttons on the device
for the commissioning and identification process. Commissioning
is also possible directly from the ETS via the ETS plug-in.
The latter option makes it particularly easy to assign an initially
random ECG to a particular ECG number. The ETS plug-in method

Teach-In of connected

DALI-ECGs

is the recommended option in installations where the ECG structure
electrical installation

is already assigned in the planning stage. Whether required by
the planning concept or simply because of personal preferences,

Identification and Assignment
of DALI ECGs and Groups

Teach-In of connected

Synchronisation of connected
System with ETS

Identification and Assignment
of DALI ECGs and Groups

Parametersetting and
Adjustment in ETS

Programming of DALI Data in
connected ECGs

DALI-ECGs

Loading of ETS Applikation in DALI Gateway

the DaliControl e64 has a commissioning option for everyone.
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Baotou Central Hospital - China

The hospital covers an area of 114000 square meters and the bed
capacity is more than 1400. The hospital cares more than 30000
in-patients per year. About 1000 employees work around the clock.
The complete lighting was realized with only 65 DaliControl e64.
Proprietor: Ministry of Health
Operator: Ministry of Health
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Service and Maintenance
Only a System that is Protected for the Long-Term can Convince the User
Like any complex system, the DALI also requires regular service and maintenance. Lights become old, ECGs can fail. The
strength of the DaliControl e64 is that the device performs many maintenance functions automatically thereby offering maintenance
personnel the best possible support. Light, ECG and converter errors are immediately recognised by the device and both type
and location of a fault can be localised exactly.
As the DaliControl e64 makes it possible to individually record the operating hours of each lamp, preventive measures can also
be taken easily. Once the life-span of a light, as defined by the manufacturer, has been reached, the device can automatically
send a notification to the service provider. This makes it possible to better plan maintenance work and reduce operational failures.
Should it be necessary to replace an ECG, an easy replacement function makes it possible to replace an individual ECG completely
without new learn-in processes and re-configuration. If an installation is changed or extended, all the different possibilities are,
of course, available. Just like the initial installation, any subsequent installation can be performed according to different concepts
and with different methods. Again we have managed to combine the greatest possible use with maximum flexibility and simple
operation.

IPAS DaliControl e64
		

Potentiality and Features

Maximum quantity ECGs

64 DALI ECGs

DALI power supply

DALI-voltage 16-20VDC, directly from DaliControl e64

Addressing groups

16 groups, full functional range

ECG individual addressing

64 individual ECGs, full functional range

Number of communication objects per group

9 objects

Number of communication objects per ECG

11 objects

Total number of communication objects per device
Status check-back indication per group and ECG
Individual fault recognition per ECG
Number of faults, calculation of fault rates

871 objects
1 Bit and1 Byte
Lamp- /ECG- /Converter faults
for each group and gateway common

Burn-In Mode

individual per each ECG

Operating Hour Calculation

individual per each ECG

Support "Quick exchange function"
KNX-Objects for Broadcast functions

yes, without reconfiguration
yes, switching, set value

Effect module

yes, sequence control and light effects

Scene module

yes, 16 Scenes of groups and individual ECGs

Support emergency luminaire with central battery

yes, test mode

Support self-contained battery emergency lamps

yes, under this directive EN 62386-202

Operating modes for DALI commissioning
Power supply

via device/via webserver/via ETS Plug-In
100 to 240 V, 50 to 60Hz AC or DC , 7W

IPAS – for buildings of the future
Since its establishment in 1996, IPAS stands for innovative products and solutions in building automation.
Based on the global KNX standard, IPAS develops and manufactures devices and software for buildings
of the future.
Every day our highly-qualified IPAS team rises to the challenge of developing the best technological and
economical solutions for our clients. Knowledge, experience and creativity direct everything we do from
development to production and distribution.
Informed by our project management experience and the global use of our products, IPAS today stands
for sustainable values. It is our company policy to create and sustain employment, to assume responsibility
for the community and to train young people.
Our relationship with our clients is based on fairness, cooperation and integrity.
In the manufacture of our products, we strive for the upmost quality taking into consideration resource
saving technologies and manufacturing processes. Sustainability and environmental awareness are
integral to our work. Our certified quality management system in accordance with DIN/ISO 9001,
guarantees that all our processes meet these requirements.
It is our aim to always realise the individual wishes of our clients and to offer the best-possible solutions
for your requirements, true to our maxim:

„A satisfied client is the best reference“

The information in this brochure contains details and features that
may differ from those described in individual cases or may be subject
to technical changes.
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D-47167 Duisburg
Tel.: +49 203 37867-0
Fax: +49 203 37867-10
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